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Abstract
We reconsider chiral perturbation theory in a finite volume and develop a new computational
scheme which smoothly interpolates the conventional ǫ and p regimes. The counting rule is kept
essentially the same as in the p expansion. The zero-momentum modes of Nambu-Goldstone bosons
are, however, treated separately and partly integrated out to all orders as in the ǫ expansion. In this
new scheme, the theory remains infra-red finite even in the chiral limit, while the chiral-logarithmic
effects are kept present. We calculate the two-point function in the pseudoscalar channel and show
that the correlator has a constant contribution in addition to the conventional cosh function of
time t. This constant term rapidly disappears in the p regime but it is indispensable for a smooth
convergence of the formula to the ǫ regime result. Our calculation is useful to precisely estimate
the finite volume effects in lattice QCD simulations on the pion mass Mpi and kaon mass MK , as
well as their decay constants Fpi and FK .
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in lattice QCD has made it possible to simulate QCD in a realistic set-
up, i.e. with the (2+1)-flavor sea quark masses near the physical point. As the precision of
the data analysis goes high, however, more precise study of systematic effects is required.
Finite volume effects are particularly important when quark masses are reduced to near the
chiral limit, since the correlation length of the system rapidly grows, which is induced by
the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking [1].
The chiral symmetry breaking makes a mass gap between the Nambu-Goldstone bosons,
which eventually become massless in the chiral limit, and the other hadrons, which retain a
mass around the QCD scale ΛQCD. It is, therefore, the pions that are the most responsible
for the effects of the finite volume V when the size of the system L or V 1/4 is well above
1/ΛQCD.
With this motivation, a number of studies have been devoted to understand the finite
volume effects within the theory of pions, which is known as chiral perturbation theory
(ChPT) [2, 3]. Using the lattice data for the low-energy constants as inputs, one can quantify
the finite volume effects from the pion fields. These studies are also useful for improving the
determination of the input low-energy constants themselves.
To investigate ChPT in a finite volume, two perturbative approaches have been proposed
so far. One is the p expansion [4–7], which has just the same form as the perturbative series
in an infinite volume, but momentum integration is performed in a discrete space in the
units of 1/L. Denoting the mass of a generic (pseudo) Nambu-Goldstone boson by M , this
p expansion is valid when ML≫ 1, which is called the p regime.
A nonperturbative technique is required when ML ≪ 1 (the ǫ regime) since the zero-
mode’s contribution to the propagator of the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons blows up and
fluctuation ∼ 1/M2 cannot be perturbatively treated, which is well-known as the critical
fluctuation due to the symmetry breaking. A solution to this problem was given in terms of
the so-called ǫ expansion in Refs. [8–12] and later the study is extended in various directions
[13–25]. In this scheme the zero-momentum mode is separately treated and integrated out
exactly, while all the remaining non-zero momentum modes are treated perturbatively. Since
the ǫ expansion treats the mass term as a next-to-leading order (NLO) contribution, the
number of terms in the chiral Lagrangian is reduced compared to the p expansion and the
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typical chiral-logs are invisible in the calculation at NLO. Note here that the exact integration
here refers to the term that is leading order in the quark masses m.
One may ask what happens in between: when ML ∼ 1. The answer should be given in
either ways of the expansions since the p and ǫ expansions should eventually converge to
give the same result as the order of loop expansion increases. But it is difficult already at
the two-loop level, to confirm such a convergence between the p regime [7] and ǫ regime [25]
calculations unless one directly checks the numerical values, since their analytic forms look
quite different. It is, therefore, important and useful for the practical calculation, to find
a new way of expansion which smoothly interpolates the p and ǫ expansions while keeping
the calculation at the one-loop level. Intuitively, this one-loop level interpolation should be
possible in the simplest way, by keeping all the terms that appear in the NLO Lagrangian
in both expansions.
In fact, such a calculation is demanding. Although recent developments in computational
facilities have allowed us to simulate unquenched lattice QCD near the chiral limit, it is still
difficult to fully satisfy the condition ML≫ 1. On the other hand, no study has until now
reached deep inside the ǫ regime keeping ML≪ 1 [26–33]. Although results have often been
compared favorably to the ǫ expansion of ChPT, there may still be large systematic errors
due to the condition ML≪ 1 not being well fulfilled.
Recently a new approach which smoothly connects the p expansion and ǫ expansion (and
which remains valid even in the region ML ∼ 1) was proposed in Ref. [34]. The new
prescription is to keep the counting rule of the p expansion but treat the zero-mode non-
perturbatively as in the ǫ expansion. This new expansion was applied to the calculation of
the chiral condensate (and the spectral density of the Dirac operator) to NLO and successful
in maintaining the features of the both regimes: non-perturbative behavior of the zero-modes
and chiral logarithms. The results are kept infra-red (IR) finite even in the chiral limit [35–
37] and show a good convergence to the conventional result [38, 39] in the p expansion for
the large (valence) quark mass region. A good agreement with a lattice QCD calculation
was reported in Refs. [40, 41].
In this paper, we extend the calculation of Ref. [34] to the two-point functions in the
pseudoscalar channel. We find that the correlator is expressed by a simple hyperbolic cosine
function of time t plus an additional constant term, which smoothly connects the conven-
tional p regime results and those in the ǫ regime. The constant contribution is a peculiar
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feature of the ǫ expansion. We find that this constant is indispensable to keep the correlator
IR finite, and show how and where it becomes negligible as entering the p expansion regime.
Our results are useful to precisely estimate the finite volume effects in lattice QCD on the
pion mass Mpi and kaon mass MK , as well as their decay constants Fpi and FK .
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe in detail our
new perturbative counting rule in ChPT and the computation scheme which consists of
three steps. For the first step, the chiral Lagrangian in terms of non-self-contracting (NSC)
vertices (whose definition is given in the following sections) of non-zero momentum modes
is calculated in Section III. The second step is to collect the one-loop diagrams of the
correlator and perform the non-zero mode’s perturbative integrals (Section IV). The final
step is non-perturbative zero-mode’s integration in Section V. The results for the two-point
functions in the theory with a general number of flavors are presented in Section VI (see
Eq.(90)). For more practical uses, explicit formulas for the Nf = 2 and 2+1 cases are given
in Section VII (see Eq.(112)) as well as how to compare the results with the lattice QCD
data. Our calculation suggests that there exists a simplified short-cut prescription which
reproduces the same results. We discuss this simplified scheme in VIII. Conclusions are
given in Section IX.
II. NEW CHIRAL EXPANSION AT FINITE VOLUME
In this section we review the new counting rule of chiral perturbation which was first
proposed by Ref. [34]. We also present our strategy for the calculation of two-point functions.
We consider an Nf -flavor chiral Lagrangian in a finite volume (V = L
3T ),
L = F
2
4
Tr[∂µU(x)
†∂µU(x)] − Σ
2
Tr[M†eiθ/NfU(x) + U(x)†e−iθ/NfM] + · · · , (1)
where U(x) ∈ SU(Nf ) and θ denotes the vacuum angle, while Σ is the chiral condensate
and F denotes the pion decay constant both in the chiral limit. We note that the higher
order terms are not explicitly shown here but exist, which is indicated by ellipses.
In the partially quenched case, we use the replica method where the calculations are
done within an (Nf +Nv + (N −Nv))-flavor theory and the limit N → 0 is taken [42–44] 1.
1 We do not consider the fully quenched theory in this work. We thus have Nf > 0 in all that follows.
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Physical unquenched Nf -flavor theory results can be obtained by simply taking mv = mf
where mf is one of the physical quark masses.
For the mass matrix, we thus consider a general non-degenerate form:
M = diag(mv1 , · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
N1
mv2 · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
N2
, mu, md, ms, · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nf
). (2)
where we have N = N1 + N2 replica flavors and Nf physical flavors. Since our target is a
single meson system which consists of two quarks, we have written the valence part as if
there were two different sets of degenerate flavors, where each of Ni quarks have a degenerate
mass mvi . For each valence flavor, the Ni → 0 limit has to be taken in the end of calculation
to complete the partial quenching.
We parametrize the chiral field in the same way as the ǫ expansion [8], by factorizing it
into the zero-momentum mode U0 and non-zero modes ξ(x),
U(x) = U0 exp(i
√
2ξ(x)/F ). (3)
In our calculation, we perform exact group integration over U0, while ξ(x) is perturbatively
treated always imposing ∫
d4x ξ(x) = 0, (4)
to avoid double counting of the zero-mode.
It is known that group integration over U(Nf ) manifold is easier and can be analytically
expressed in a simpler form than the SU(Nf ) group case. For this practical reason, we
consider sectors of fixed topology Q, which is obtained by the Fourier transform of the
partition function,
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
d θ eiθQ
∫
DUe−L. (5)
We then absorb the θ integral to the zero-mode sector: eiθ/NfU0 → U0 and extend our
integration to U(Nf ) (or U(Nf + N) in the partially quenched case) group. The phase
factor in the Fourier transform becomes eiθQ = (detU0)
Q. The conventional θ = 0 vacuum
result is obtained by summing each topological sector with a weight given by the partition
function, which will be discussed later in Section VI.
We give the same counting rule as in the p expansion for the ξ fields and other parameters,
∂µ ∼ O(p), ξ(x) ∼ O(p), M∼ O(p2), T, L ∼ O(1/p), (6)
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in units of the cut-off 4πF . We assume as usual that the linear sizes of the 4-dimensional
volume, L and T , are much larger than the inverse QCD scale Λ−1QCD so that the effective
theory is valid.
According to the counting rule Eq. (6), let us expand the Lagrangian
L = 1
2
Tr(∂µξ)
2 − Σ
2
Tr
[
M†U0 + U †0M
]
+
1
2
∑
i
M2ii[ξ
2]ii
+
Σ
2F 2
Tr[M†(U0 − 1)ξ2 + ξ2(U †0 − 1)M] + · · · , (7)
where M2ij = (mi + mj)Σ/F
2. Here we have separated the mass term into three pieces.
The first one (the second term) gives a non-perturbative weight in the zero-mode path
integration as in the ǫ expansion and the second one (the third term) has the same form as
the conventional mass term (of ξ) in the p expansion.
The last term in Eq. (7) is a mixing term between the zero and non-zero modes, which
is unfamiliar either in the ǫ and p expansions. In fact, this term plays a crucial role in
connecting the ǫ and p regimes. We can treat this mixing term as a perturbation: it is not
difficult to check
M(U0 − 1) ∼ O(p3), (8)
and, in particular, a Hermitian combination
M(U0 + U †0 − 2) ∼ O(p4), (9)
hold in both of the ǫ and p regimes. For some specific cases, by a direct group integration, one
can confirm that these countings are kept even in the intermediate region where MijL ∼ 1
[34]. We therefore treat Eq. (8) and (9) as the additional counting rules and treat the last
term in Eq. (7) as an O(p5) contribution. These additional counting rules Eq. (8) and (9)
are also supported by the equipartition theorem of energy, where the potential energies of
weekly interacting system are uniformly and therefore, mass-independently distributed.
In Table I, we summarize the difference of the three ǫ, p, and our new i (=interpolating)
expansions of ChPT.
In the following sections, we calculate two-point correlation function of the peudoscalar
operators in three steps. For the first step (Section III), we rewrite the chiral Lagrangian
in terms of non-self-contracting (NSC) vertices of ξ fields. This corresponds to partly per-
forming one-loop integrals in the vertices in advance. By doing this, one can renormalize
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expansion parametrization counting rule
ǫ expansion U(x) = U0 exp
(
i
√
2ξ
F
)
U0 ∼ O(1), ξ ∼ O(1/L), M∼ O(1/L4)
p expansion U(x) = exp
(
i
√
2ξ
F
)
ξ ∼ O(1/L), M∼ O(1/L2)
i expansion U(x) = U0 exp
(
i
√
2ξ
F
)
U0 ∼ O(1), ξ ∼ O(1/L), M∼ O(1/L2),
M(U0 − 1) ∼ O(1/L3), M(U0 + U †0 − 2) ∼ O(1/L4)
TABLE I: Three expansions of ChPT at finite volume. The counting rules are compared in the
units of the smallest non-zero momentum 1/L. Our new expansion in this paper is denoted by “i
expansion”.
the coupling constants and the wave function at NLO before starting the complicated cal-
culation. Then the second step for the two-point functions (Section IV) becomes clearer: to
collect the remaining diagrams, namely those without self-contractions in vertices, which is
expressed by the already renormalized quantities, and perform ξ integrals. The third and
final step is to perform nonperturbative U0 integrals.
For the perturbative calculation of ξ fields, we use the same Feynman propagator as in
the p expansion except that the zero-momentum mode contribution is removed:
〈ξij(x)ξkl(y)〉ξ = δilδjk∆¯(x− y,M2ij)− δijδklG¯(x− y,M2ii,M2kk), (10)
where 〈· · ·〉ξ means an integral over ξ, whose general expression will be discussed later in
Sec. IV. Note that the second term comes from the constraint Tr ξ = 0. The propagators
∆¯ and G¯ are given by
∆¯(x,M2) =
1
V
∑
p 6=0
eipx
p2 +M2
, (11)
G¯(x,M2ii,M
2
jj) =
1
V
∑
p 6=0
eipx
(p2 +M2ii)(p
2 +M2jj)
(∑Nf
f
1
p2+M2
ff
) , (12)
where the summation is taken over the non-zero 4-momenta
p = 2π(nt/T, nx/L, ny/L, nz/L), (13)
with integer nµ’s except for p = (0, 0, 0, 0). For the following calculations, where a non-
degenerate set of valence and sea quark masses is taken, it is convenient to define a quantity
A¯(x,M2ii,M
2
jj) ≡ G¯(x,M2ii,M2jj)−
1
2
[
G¯(x,M2ii,M
2
ii) + G¯(x,M
2
jj,M
2
jj)
]
. (14)
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Note that both A¯(x,M2ii,M
2
jj) and its second derivative
∂2µA¯(x,M
2
ii,M
2
jj) = M
2
ijG¯(x,M
2
ii,M
2
jj)−
1
2
[
M2iiG¯(x,M
2
ii,M
2
ii) +M
2
jjG¯(x,M
2
jj ,M
2
jj)
]
,
(15)
are UV finite even in the limit x = 0. Also, note that both vanish when M2jj = M
2
ii.
As a final remark of this section, we note that the above parametrization Eq. (3) gives
rise to a non-trivial Jacobian in the functional integral measure. It is uniquely determined
by the left-right invariance of the group integrals. A perturbative calculation [10, 17] has
shown that the Jacobian is expressed by
J (U0, ξ) = exp
(
−
∫
d4x
Nf
3F 2V
Tr ξ2(x)
)
, (16)
to O(p2). It plays a role just as an additional mass term in our calculation.
III. CHIRAL LAGRANGIAN AT ONE-LOOP
Since our target system is a complicated mixture of U0 matrix model and perturbative ξ-
fields, we first simplify the chiral Lagrangian and collect relevant pieces for our computation.
In particular, by introducing non-self-contracting vertices, we can renormalize (at the one-
loop level) the coupling constants and the ξ fields in advance.
A. Next-to-leading order (NLO) terms
Without source terms, we have eight NLO terms, whose low-energy constants are denoted
by Li’s (i = 1, · · ·8) [3]. In our perturbative expansion at O(p5) and O(p6), the terms with
L1, L2, L3 (and the Wess-Zunimo-Witten term [45, 46] as well) do not contribute to pseudo-
scalar meson masses and decay constants. By explicitly expanding U(x) = U0e
i
√
2ξ(x)/F in
ξ, it is sufficient to consider
LNLO = −Σ
2
Tr[M†U0 + U †0M]×

16L6
F 2
∑
f
M2ff


+
∑
i,j
[
1
2
∂µξij∂µξji
]
× 8
F 2

L4
Nf∑
f
M2ff + L5M
2
ij


+
∑
i,j
[
1
2
ξijξjiM
2
ij
]
× 16
F 2

L6∑
f
M2ff + L8M
2
ij

+ 8L7
F 2
Nf∑
i,j
M2iiM
2
jjξiiξjj
8
−4L8
∑
i
M4ii
(
[U0 + U
†
0 ]ii
2
− 1
)
− L8
∑
i 6=j
M2iiM
2
jj([U0]ij[U0]ji + [U
†
0 ]ij [U
†
0 ]ji).(17)
Note that we can always omit the constant terms unless source terms are inserted (the source
insertion is separately discussed below). It is also important to note in the above expansion
that the only L6 term has non-trivial U0 dependence at O(p4).
B. Non-self-contracting (NSC) vertices
For one-loop level calculations, it is convenient to rewrite the chiral Lagrangian so that
quantum corrections are partly included. This is performed by simply adding and subtract-
ing all possible ξ-contractions of the n point term and define the non-self-contracting (NSC)
vertex :
ξn(x) = [ξn(x)]NSC + (all possible ξ contractions), (18)
[ξn(x)]NSC ≡ ξn(x)− (all possible ξ contractions). (19)
The contracted vertices (second term of Eq. (18) ) are treated as shifts of the lower order
terms. These ξ contractions, as they contain the tadpole diagrams, are typically UV diver-
gent. We use the dimensional regularization and absorb it into the higher order LECs. In
this way, the coupling renormalization can be done in advance, and one can substantially
reduce the number of remaining one-loop diagrams for an arbitrary correlation function.
Note that 〈[ξn(x)]NSC〉ξ = 0 by definition.
The two-point vertex is the easiest example:
[ξ2(x)]NSC = ξ2(x)− 〈ξ2(x)〉ξ, (20)
which is applied to the 4-th term of Eq. (7), and in this case, the ξ contraction is treated as
a shift of Σ in the second term of Eq. (7). Its UV divergence is absorbed into L6.
With the NSC vertices, Li terms in Eq. (17), and measure term Eq. (16) together, we
can express the low-energy effective action as∫
d4x L = −ΣeffV
2
Tr[M†U0 + U †0M]
+
∫
d4x
1
2
Nf∑
i,j
(Z ijξ )
2
(
[∂µξij∂µξji]
NSC(x) +
(
M ′ij
)2
[ξijξji]
NSC(x)
)
+S(1)I (U0, ξ) + S(2)I (U0)
+Sdiag + S3pt + S4pt, (21)
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where the first two terms are the LO contribution, and the perturbative interaction terms
are given by
S(1)I (U0, ξ) ≡
∫
d4x
Σ
2F 2
Tr
[(
M†(U0 − 1) + (U †0 − 1)M
)
[ξ2(x)]NSC
]
, (22)
S(2)I (U0) ≡ −
ΣV
2
∑
i
mi
(
[U0 + U
†
0 ]ii − 2
)(
−∆ZΣii +
8L8
F 2
M2ii
)
−L8V
∑
i 6=j
M2iiM
2
jj
(
[U0]ij [U0]ji + [U
†
0 ]ij[U
†
0 ]ji
)
. (23)
Here we have used notations below,
Σeff ≡ Σ

1− 1
F 2

Nf∑
f
∆¯(0,M2ff/2)− G¯(0, 0, 0)

+ 16L6
F 2
Nf∑
f
M2ff

 , (24)
∆ZΣii ≡
1
F 2

Nf∑
f
(∆¯(0,M2if)− ∆¯(0,M2ff/2))− (G¯(0,M2ii,M2ii)− G¯(0, 0, 0))

 , (25)
Z ijξ ≡ 1−
1
2F 2

1
6
Nf∑
f
(∆¯(0,M2if ) + ∆¯(0,M
2
jf)) +
1
3
A¯(0,M2ii,M
2
jj)
−8

L4
Nf∑
f
M2ff + L5M
2
ij



 , (26)
and (M ′ij)
2 = (Z ijMMij)
2 +Nf/F
2V with
Z ijM ≡ 1 +
1
2F 2

G¯(0,M2ii,M2jj)− 8(L4 − 2L6)
Nf∑
f
M2ff − 8(L5 − 2L8)M2ij

 . (27)
In the last line of Eq. (21), we have
Sdiag ≡
∫
d4x
1
2F 2
Nf∑
i,j
(
[∂µξii∂µξjj]
NSC(x)
∆¯(0,M2ij)
3
−
(
2
3
M2ij∆¯(0,M
2
ij)− 16L7M2iiM2jj +
1
3V
)
[ξiiξjj]
NSC(x)
)
, (28)
S3pt ≡
∫
d4x
iΣ
3
√
2F 3
Tr
[
[ξ3(x)]NSC
(
M†U0 − U †0M
)]
, (29)
S4pt ≡
∫
d4x

− 1
12F 2
Nf∑
i
M2ii[ξ
4(x)]NSCii +
1
6F 2
Tr[∂µξξ∂µξξ − ξ2(∂µξ)2]NSC(x)

 , (30)
but they do not contribute to the calculations in this paper where we only consider two-point
functions of off-diagonal sources. We therefore simply ignore them in the following sections.
We have also ignored trivial constant terms in the above expressions.
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C. Pseudoscalar (and scalar) source term
The pseudoscalar and scalar source terms are obtained by extending the mass matrix:
M→MJ =M+ iJ (x), (31)
where the pseudoscalar and scalar parts are given by
p(x) =
1
2
(J (x) + J †(x)), (32)
s(x) =
i
2
(J (x)− J †(x)), (33)
respectively.
In order to keep a manifest and consistent counting rule, we treat MJ in the same way
as the original mass matrix, i.e.,
J (x) ∼ O(p2), J (x)(U0 − 1) ∼ O(p3), J (x)(U0 + U †0 − 2) ∼ O(p4). (34)
Note however that unlike the original mass matrix, J -derivative could isolate the matrix
element of (U0−1), which could cause ambiguity in the counting rule of correlation functions.
In fact, the leading contribution of the pseudoscalar two-point function is known to be O(1)
in the ǫ expansion while it becomes one order higher, O(p2), in the p expansion. To avoid
this problem, we consider every Jij-derivative multiplied by a factor √mimj
√
mimj
[
δ
δJ (x)
]
ij
, (35)
as a unit block of the calculation. This prescription keeps the counting order of the operand
unchanged even after differentiation. Note that the unusual square root does not appear in
the physical results since even numbers of derivatives are always required to give a non-zero
correlation when i 6= j. The pseudoscalar two-point correlation, which is our target of this
work, is then kept always at O(p6) in an unambiguous way with arbitrary choice of the
quark masses.
Unlike the Lagrangian itself, we need to introduce an unphysical constant counterterm
with a coefficient H2 [3],
−H2
(
2Σ
F 2
)2
Tr[(M+ iJ )†(M+ iJ )], (36)
to cancel the divergence of the scalar operator at a finite valence quark mass.
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Now let us collect terms linear in J and rewrite it in terms of NSC vertices at O(p5):
LJ = iΣeff
2
Tr[J †(x)U0 − U †0J (x)]
− Σ√
2F
Nf∑
i,j
ξij(x)[J †(x)U0 + U †0J (x)]ji × Z ijξ Z ijF (Z ijM)2
+i
Σ
2
∑
i,j
(
p†ij(x)[U0]ji − [U †0 ]ijpji(x)
) (
−∆ZΣii +
16L8
F 2
M2ij
)
+Σ
Nf∑
i
s(x)ii
(
∆ZΣii −
4(2L8 +H2)M
2
ii
F 2
)
+
√
2Σ
3F 3
Nf∑
i,j
pii(x)ξjj(x)∆¯(0,M
2
ij)−
√
2Σ
F
Tr[p(x)]×

16L7
F 2
Nf∑
f
M2ffξff(x)


−i Σ
2F 2
Tr[J †(x)U0ξ2(x)− ξ2(x)U †0J (x)]NSC , (37)
where a term with the cubic NSC vertex [ξ3]NSC is ignored since it never contributes to the
two-point correlation functions. A new factor Z ijF is defined by
Z ijF ≡ 1−
1
2F 2

1
2
Nf∑
f
(∆¯(0,M2if) + ∆¯(0,M
2
jf)) + A¯(0,M
2
ii,M
2
jj)
−8

L4
Nf∑
f
M2ff + L5M
2
ij



 . (38)
D. Renormalization
In the above results, ∆¯(0,M2) and G¯(0,M21 ,M
2
2 ) have the exactly same logarithmic
divergences as the conventional p expansion since the absence of the zero mode do not affect
the ultra-violet properties. In the same way as in [3], we can thus evaluate their divergent
parts by the dimensional regularization at D = 4− 2ǫ (taking ǫ≪ 1):
∆¯(0,M2) = − M
2
16π2
(
1
ǫ
+ 1− γ + ln 4π
)
+ · · · ,
G¯(0,M21 ,M
2
2 ) = −
1
16π2

M21 +M22
Nf
− 1
N2f
Nf∑
f
M2ff

(1
ǫ
+ 1− γ + ln 4π
)
+ · · · , (39)
where γ = 0.57721 · · · denotes Euler’s constant. As is the usual case, these divergences can
be absorbed into the renormalization of Li’s and H2 as
Li = L
r
i (µsub)−
γi
32π2
(
1
ǫ
+ 1− γ + ln 4π − lnµ2sub
)
, (40)
H2 = H
r
2(µsub)−
γH2
32π2
(
1
ǫ
+ 1− γ + ln 4π − lnµ2sub
)
, (41)
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where Lri (µsub)’s and H
r
2(µsub) denote the renormalized low energy constants at the subtrac-
tion scale µsub and
γ4 =
1
8
, γ5 =
Nf
8
, γ6 =
1
8
(
1
2
+
1
N2f
)
, γ7 = 0, γ8 =
γH2
2
=
1
8
(
Nf
2
− 2
Nf
)
. (42)
As a result, Σeff , ∆Z
Σ
ii , Z
ij
F and Z
ij
M are kept finite, while Z
ij
ξ still diverges but it never
appears in the physical observables.
After this procedure, one can replace ∆¯(0,M2) by,
∆¯r(0,M2) =
M2
16π2
ln
M2
µ2sub
+ g¯1(M
2), (43)
where g¯1 denotes the finite volume contribution of which the zero-mode part is subtracted.
It is well-known that there are two expressions for g¯: one valid for small ML <∼ 1 [11] and
the other valid for ML >∼ 1 [6], and their convergence around ML ∼ 1 is discussed in detail
in Ref.[34]. Here we just note that on a L ∼ 2 fm box, these two
g¯1(M
2) =


|ni|≤nmax1∑
a6=0
√
M2
4π2|a|K1(
√
M2|a|)− 1
M2V
(|M |L > 2)
− M
2
16π2
ln(M2V 1/2)−
nmax2∑
n=1
βn
(n− 1)!M
2(n−1)V (n−2)/2 (|M |L ≤ 2)
, (44)
at nmax1 = 7 and n
max
2 = 300 show a good convergence around the threshold |M |L = 2. Here
K1 is the modified Bessel function and the summation is taken over the 4-vector aµ = nµLµ
with Li = L (i = 1, 2, 3) and L4 = T . βi’s denote the shape coefficients defined in [11].
IV. ξ CONTRACTIONS IN THE CORRELATOR
We are now calculating a hybrid system of a matrix U0 and fields ξ whose partition
function (with the source J ) is given by
Z(J ) =
∫
U(Nf )
dU0 (detU0)
Q
∫
SU(Nf )
dξ exp
[
−
∫
d4x (L+ LJ)
]
, (45)
where we need to integrate over both fields. The integral over U0, in particular, has to be
non-perturbatively performed. Our strategy of this study is (i) to perturbatively calculate
ξ fields first, (ii) then to perform U0 group integrals.
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Let us here define two notations
〈O1(U0)〉U0 ≡
∫
dU0 (detU0)
Q e
ΣeffV
2
Tr[M†U0+U†0M] O1(U0)∫
dU0 (detU0)
Q e
ΣeffV
2
Tr[M†U0+U†0M]
, (46)
〈O2(ξ)〉ξ ≡
∫
dξ e−
∫
d4x 1
2
∑
i,j
(Zij
ξ
)2[ξij(−∂2µ+M ′2ij )ξji]NSCO2(ξ)∫
dξ e−
∫
d4x 1
2
∑
i,j
(Zij
ξ
)2[ξij(−∂2µ+M ′2ij )ξji]NSC
, (47)
with which any correlation function of U0 and ξ (we denote f(U0, ξ)) can be expressed as
〈f(U0, ξ)〉 =
〈〈
f(U0, ξ)e
−S(1)I (U0, ξ)
〉
ξ
e−S
(2)
I (U0)
〉
U0〈〈
e−S
(1)
I (U0, ξ)
〉
ξ
e−S
(2)
I (U0)
〉
U0
, (48)
where the interaction terms S(i)I ’s are treated perturbatively. Noting S(1)I (U0, ξ) ∼ O(p) and
S(2)I (U0) ∼ O(p2), the correlation function above at NLO can be divided into four parts:
〈f(U0, ξ)〉 = 〈f(U0, ξ)〉00 + 〈f(U0, ξ)〉10 + 〈f(U0, ξ)〉20 + 〈f(U0, ξ)〉01, (49)
where the superscripts 00,10,20,01 mean O(1), O(S(1)I ), O((S(1)I )2) and O(S(2)I ), respectively.
Namely, they are defined by
〈f(U0, ξ)〉00 ≡
〈
〈f(U0, ξ)〉ξ
〉
U0
, (50)
〈f(U0, ξ)〉10 ≡
〈〈
−S(1)I f(U0, ξ)
〉
ξ
〉
U0
−
〈〈
−S(1)I
〉
ξ
〉
U0
〈
〈f(U0, ξ)〉ξ
〉
U0
, (51)
〈f(U0, ξ)〉20 ≡
〈〈
1
2
(S(1)I )2f(U0, ξ)
〉
ξ
〉
U0
−
〈〈
1
2
(S(1)I )2
〉
ξ
〉
U0
〈
〈f(U0, ξ)〉ξ
〉
U0
, (52)
〈f(U0, ξ)〉01 ≡
〈
−S(2)I 〈f(U0, ξ)〉ξ
〉
U0
−
〈
−S(2)I
〉
U0
〈
〈f(U0, ξ)〉ξ
〉
U0
. (53)
These notations are useful in the following calculation.
In the rest of this section, we calculate the 〈· · ·〉ξ part using the Feynman rule, Eq. (10).
A. Chiral condensate to NLO
For a warming-up, let us first calculate the one-point scalar function (i.e. the chiral
condensate) to the next-to-leading order [34]. In this case, we consider a pure imaginary
diagonal matrix element of the source
[J ]ij = −iδivδjvsvv(x). (54)
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In this case, the source term in the Lagrangian is
LJ = −Σeff
2
svv(x)[U0 + U
†
0 ]vv − i
Σ√
2F
svv(x)[U0ξ(x)− ξ(x)U †0 ]vv
+Σsvv(x)
(
∆ZΣvv −
4(2L8 +H2)M
2
vv
F 2
)
+
Σ
2F 2
svv(x)[U0ξ
2(x) + ξ2(x)U †0 ]
NSC
vv +O(p5), (55)
where the index v is not summed over.
Now we can calculate the chiral condensate of the v-th valence quark as follows,
mv〈q¯vqv(x)〉 = mv δ
δsvv(x)
lnZ(J )
∣∣∣∣∣
svv=0
= mv
〈
Σeff
2
[U0 + U
†
0 ]vv − Σ
(
∆ZΣvv −
4(2L8 +H2)M
2
vv
F 2
)〉00
= mv
[
Σeff
2
〈[U0 + U †0 ]vv〉U0 − Σ
(
∆ZΣvv −
4(2L8 +H2)M
2
vv
F 2
)]
, (56)
where we have used 〈ξ(x)〉ξ = 0 and 〈1〉U0 = 〈1〉ξ = 1. Note that 〈q¯vqv(x)〉10 = 〈q¯vqv(x)〉20 =
〈q¯vqv(x)〉01 = 0 to our order, which can be easily confirmed by a direct calculation using the
fact 〈[U0 + U †0 ]vv〉01 = 〈[U0 + U †0 ]vv − 2〉01. The result is, of course, consistent with Ref. [34].
B. Pseudoscalar correlator
Let us next consider the pseudoscalar source. In the calculation of meson correlators,
we take a specific generator of the chiral group which has v1v2 and v2v1 (v1 6= v2) elements
only. This choice corresponds to the charged pion or general kaon type correlators. Here vi
denotes the valence quark index whose mass is given by mvi . For simplicity, we omit “v” in
the following: the indices v1 and v2 are denoted by 1 and 2, and their masses are expressed
by m1 and m2, respectively. Namely, we consider
[J (x)]ij = 1
2
(δ1iδj2 + δ2iδ1j)p(x), (57)
where p(x) is a real classical number.
The pseudoscalar source term in the Lagrangian then becomes
LJ = p(x)
2
(P 12(x) + P 21(x)), (58)
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where
P 12(x) = i
Σeff
2
(
[U0]12 − [U †0 ]21
)(
1−∆ZΣ22 +
16L8
F 2
M212
)
− Σ√
2F
ξ12(x)
(
[U0]11 + [U
†
0 ]22
)
Z12ξ Z
12
F (Z
12
M )
2
− Σ√
2F
∑
i 6=1
(
[U0]1iξi2(x) + ξ2i(x)[U
†
0 ]i1
)
−i Σ
2F 2
∑
i,j
[ξ2(x)]NSCij
(
[U0]1iδj2 − δ1i[U †0 ]j2
)
, (59)
P 21(x) = (1↔ 2). (60)
Now we are ready to calculate the pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar (PP) correlator,
m1m2〈P (x)P (0)〉 = 2m1m2 1Z(0)
δ
δp(x)
δ
δp(0)
Z(J )
∣∣∣∣∣
p(x),p(0)=0
= m1m2
[
1
2
〈P 12(x)P 21(0)〉+ 1
2
〈P 12(x)P 12(0)〉+ (1↔ 2)
]
, (61)
where an overall factor of 2 is introduced to compare with the corresponding lattice connected
diagram. Note that the procedure Eq.(35) is performed but the factor m1m2 will be omitted
for simplicity in the following calculation.
Although the number of diagrams we need to calculate is substantially reduced by us-
ing the NSC vertices, our calculation is still tedious because of the off-diagonal elements of
U0 in the source term Eq. (59), which produces various unusual channels in the correlator.
Every step of calculation is, however, rather straightforward as in the conventional p ex-
pansion, except for the use of the M(U0 − 1) ∼ O(p3) rule. We therefore skip the details
of the calculation in the main text here. Instead, we summarize several useful formulas
for the computation in Appendix A and present each piece of 〈P (x)P (0)〉00, 〈P (x)P (0)〉10,
〈P (x)P (0)〉20 and 〈P (x)P (0)〉01 in Appendix B. We also use the technique in Appendix D.
After relevant one-loop integrals over ξ, the pseudoscalar correlator is given by
〈P (x)P (0)〉 = 〈P (x)P (0)〉00 + 〈P (x)P (0)〉10 + 〈P (x)P (0)〉20 + 〈P (x)P (0)〉01
= −Σ
2
4
(Z12MZ
12
F )
4C0a + Σ
2
µ1 + µ2
(
Σeff
Σ
− (Z12MZ12F )2
)
C0b
+
Σ2
2
(∆ZΣ11 −∆ZΣ22)C0c +
Σ2
2F 2
[
(Z12F (Z
12
M )
2)2C1∆¯(x,M ′212)
+C2
(
Σ
F 2
∂M2
)
∆¯(x,M2)
∣∣∣∣
M2=M212
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+C312
(
∆¯(x,M211)− ∆¯(x,M212)
)
+ C321
(
∆¯(x,M222)− ∆¯(x,M212)
)
+
∑
j 6=1
C41j
(
∆¯(x,M22j)− ∆¯(x,M212)
)
+
∑
i 6=2
C42i
(
∆¯(x,M21i)− ∆¯(x,M212)
)
+C5G¯(x,M211,M222)
+C612
(
G¯(x,M211,M
2
22)− G¯(x,M211,M211)
)
+C621
(
G¯(x,M211,M
2
22)− G¯(x,M222,M222)
)]
, (62)
where
C0a ≡
〈
([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12) +
1
2
([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)2 +
1
2
([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)2
〉
U0
,
(63)
C0b ≡
〈
[U0 + U
†
0 ]11
2
+
[U0 + U
†
0 ]22
2
〉
U0
, (64)
C0c ≡ 1
4
〈([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)2 − ([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)2〉U0, (65)
C1 ≡
〈
([U0]11 + [U
†
0 ]22)([U0]22 + [U
†
0 ]11) +
Nf∑
j 6=1
[U0]1j [U
†
0 ]j1 +
Nf∑
i 6=2
[U0]2i[U
†
0 ]i2
+
1
2
{
([U0]12)
2 + ([U †0 ]21)
2 + ([U0]21)
2 + ([U †0 ]12)
2
}〉
U0
, (66)
C2 ≡
〈
2([R]11 + [R]22)−
∑
j 6=1
[R]1j [R]j1
mj −m1 −
∑
i 6=2
[R]2i[R]i2
mi −m2
〉
U0
, (67)
C3ij ≡
1
2
〈([U0]ji)2 + ([U †0 ]ij)2〉U0 +
〈[R]ij [U †0 ]ij + [U0]ji[R]ji〉U0
mi −mj +
〈([R]ij)2 + ([R]ji)2〉U0
2(mi −mj)2 ,
(68)
C4ij ≡ 〈[U0]ij [U †0 ]ji〉U0 +
〈[R]ji[U0]ij + [R]ij [U †0 ]ji〉U0
mj −mi +
〈[R]ij [R]ji〉U0
(mj −mi)2 , (69)
C5 ≡ −
〈
([U0]12 + [U
†
0 ]21)([U0]21 + [U
†
0 ]12) +
1
2
([U0]12 + [U
†
0 ]21)
2 +
1
2
([U0]21 + [U
†
0 ]12)
2
〉
U0
,
(70)
C6ij ≡
1
2
〈([U0]ji + [U †0 ]ij)2〉U0 +
〈([R]ij + [R]ji)([U0]ji + [U †0 ]ij)〉U0
mi −mj
+
〈2[R]ij [R]ji + ([R]ij)2 + ([R]ji)2〉U0
2(mi −mj)2 , (71)
where we have used a notation
R ≡ M†(U0 − 1) + (U †0 − 1)M. (72)
One should note that many unusual channels appear in Eq. (62), which is a quite un-
natural situation when just a single particle propagator is expected. However, one will find
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in the next section, many of them actually disappear, or many of the coefficients C’s vanish
after integration over U0
2.
V. ZERO-MODE INTEGRALS
The zero-mode’s contribution to the so-called graded partition function of n bosons and
m fermions is analytically known [47–49],
ZQn,m({µi}) =
det[µj−1i JQ+j−1(µi)]i,j=1,···n+m∏n
j>i=1(µ
2
j − µ2i )
∏n+m
j>i=n+1(µ
2
j − µ2i )
, (73)
in a fixed topological sector of Q where µi = miΣV . Here J ’s are defined as JQ+j−1(µi) ≡
(−1)j−1KQ+j−1(µi) for i = 1, · · ·n and JQ+j−1(µi) ≡ IQ+j−1(µi) for i = n + 1, · · ·n + m,
where Iν and Kν denote the modified Bessel functions. Partial quenching is completed by
taking the boson masses to those of the valence fermions at the very end of calculation.
Exact group integrals of various matrix elements over U0 can be calculated by differenti-
ating the above partition function. The most basic pieces are
Sv ≡ 1
2
〈
[U0]vv + [U
†
0 ]vv
〉
U0
= lim
µb→µv
∂
∂µv
lnZQ1,1+Nf (µb, µv, {µsea}), (74)
Dv ≡ 1
4
〈(
[U0]vv + [U0]
†
vv
)2〉
=
1
ZQNf ({µsea})
lim
µb→µv
∂2
∂µ2v
ZQ1,1+Nf (µb, µv, {µsea}), (75)
Dv1v2 ≡
1
4
〈(
[U0]v1v1 + [U0]
†
v1v1
) (
[U0]v2v2 + [U0]
†
v2v2
)〉
=
1
ZQNf ({µsea})
lim
µb1→µv1 ,µb2→µv2
∂
∂µv1
∂
∂µv2
ZQ2,2+Nf (µb1 , µb2, µv1 , µv2, {µsea}), (76)
where µbi denotes the bosonic spinor mass and {µsea} indicates a set of sea quark masses
(normalized by ΣV ). Note that Dv1v2 and Dv differ even when mv1 = mv2 = mv.
In Ref. [16], more non-trivial matrix elements are calculated in terms of the above S’s and
D’s using the left and right invariance of the group integrals. Their results are summarized
in Appendix C.
2 The readers might wonder if the integration over ξ0 first is then inefficient. But if we perform U0 integrals
first, we need much more tedious computation over U0 than what we will see in Sec. V, which do not
disappear until ξ integration is completed. We thus believe our order of calculation is easier.
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Now we can simplify Ci’s in terms of S’s and D’s. Note here that for the leading con-
tribution, namely for C0a and C1, we need to use Σeff instead of Σ in the arguments. We
distinguish them by putting a superscript “eff” like µeffi (= miΣeffV ) and Seffi . The results
are summarized below.
C0a = − 4
µeff1 + µ
eff
2
(
Seff1 + Seff2
)
, (77)
C0b = S1 + S2, (78)
C0c = 0, (79)
C1 = 2
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)
, (80)
m1m2C2 = 2m1m2

2m1(S1 − 1) + 2m2(S2 − 1) +∑
j 6=1
m1 −mj
µ1 + µj
+
∑
i 6=2
m2 −mi
µ2 + µi

 , (81)
C3ij = 0, (82)
miC4ij = miC6ij ∼ O(p6), (83)
C5 = − 4
µ1 − µ2 (S1 − S2) . (84)
Note that we have used mi(Si − 1) ∼ O(p4).
Since the C2 term contributes only in the p regime, one can substitute the perturbative
expression to Si [42, 44]:
Si = 1−
Nf∑
j
1
µi + µj
+
Q2
2µ2i
+ · · · , (85)
and obtain
m1m2C2 = 4m1m2
[
−Nf
ΣV
+
Q2
2µ1µ2
(m1 +m2) + · · ·
]
. (86)
Noting m1m2C1 = 4m1m2 + O(p6), the 5th term of Eq. (62) can be absorbed into the 4th
term (namely, C1 term) by shifting the meson mass as
M ′212 → M ′212 −
Nf
F 2V
+
Q2
2µ1µ2
M212. (87)
We recall that an unexpected term
Nf
F 2V
is found in the definition of M ′12 but it is now
canceled out.
Thus the result can be expressed in a simpler form,
〈P (x)P (0)〉Q = Σ2(Z12F )2(Z12M )2
Seff1 + Seff2
µ1 + µ2
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+
Σ2
F 2
(Z12F )
2(Z12M )
4
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)
∆¯
(
x, (MQ12)
2
)
−2Σ
2
F 2
S1 − S2
µ1 − µ2 G¯(x,M
2
11,M
2
22), (88)
where
(MQij )
2 ≡ M2ij
(
Z ijM +
Q2
4µiµj
)2
. (89)
VI. RESULTS
A. Pseudoscalar correlator at fixed topology and in θ = 0 vacuum
Let us take the zero-mode projection, or integrate Eq. (88) over three-dimensional space
(See eq.(A1)),
PP(t,m1, m2)Q ≡
∫
d3x〈P (x)P (0)〉Q
=
Σ2(Z12F Z
12
M )
4
F 2(Z12F )
2
1
2
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)
cosh(MQ12(t− T/2))
MQ12 sinh(M
Q
12T/2)
+L3
Σ2(Z12F Z
12
M )
2
µ1 + µ2
[
Seff1 + Seff2 −
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)]
−2Σ
2
F 2
S1 − S2
µ1 − µ2 r12(t), (90)
which is more useful to compare with lattice QCD results, where
rij(t) ≡
∫
d3x G¯(x,M2ii,M
2
jj). (91)
This is our main result in this paper valid for an arbitrary number of non-degenerate flavors.
It is also important to consider the correlator in the θ = 0 vacuum,
PP(t,m1, m2)θ=0 ≡
∫
d3x〈P (x)P (0)〉θ=0
=
Σ2(Z12F Z
12
M )
4
F 2(Z12F )
2
1
2
(
1 + (Deff12 )θ=0 +
(Q2)θ=0
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)
cosh(Mθ=012 (t− T/2))
Mθ=012 sinh(M
θ=0
12 T/2)
+L3
Σ2(Z12F Z
12
M )
2
µ1 + µ2
[
(Seff1 )θ=0 + (Seff2 )θ=0 −
(
1 + (Deff12 )θ=0 +
(Q2)θ=0
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
(Q2)θ=0
2µ1µ2
)]
−2Σ
2
F 2
(S1)θ=0 − (S2)θ=0
µ1 − µ2 r12(t), (92)
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where (Mθ=0ij )
2 ≡M2ij
(
Z ijM +
(Q2)θ=0
4µiµj
)2
. The summation over topology,
(O)θ=0 ≡
∑
QO(Q)ZQ0,Nf ({µeffi })∑
QZQ0,Nf ({µeffi })
, (93)
can be, at least, numerically performed using the analytic expression for ZQ0,Nf ({µeffi }), which
is finite. For small Nf cases, simple analytic forms are also known [50]. Note in the p regime,
that we can easily calculate (Q2)θ=0 = µ¯ ≡ m¯ΣV = χtV where m¯ = 1/∑f(1/mf ) and χt
denotes the topological susceptibility 3.
As seen above, we find a constant contribution in the pseudoscalar correlator in addition
to the conventional cosh function of time t. This constant term is indispensable for keeping
the result IR finite and giving a smooth interpolation between the ǫ and p regime limits.
B. Check in the p regime and ǫ regime limits
Let us confirm whether our above formulas recover the conventional p expansion results
when both of m1, m2 are large (or m1, m2 ≫ 1/ΣV ). In that limit, we can use (see
Appendix C and Refs.[42, 44])
1
µ1 + µ2
∼ O(p2), (94)
Si ∼ 1−
∑
f
1
µi + µf
+
Q2
2µ2i
+O(p4), (95)
D12 ∼ S1S2 ∼ 1−
∑
f
1
µ1 + µf
+
Q2
2µ21
−∑
f
1
µ2 + µf
+
Q2
2µ22
+O(p4), (96)
(Q2)θ=0 ∼ µ¯. (97)
Here one should remember that in the conventional p expansion, Z factors are expressed
not by ∆¯(0,M2) but by ∆(0,M2) = ∆¯(0,M2) + 1/M2V . To take this into account, it is
useful to redefine the Z factors,
[Z12M ]p ≡ Z12M
[
1 +
µ¯
4µ1µ2
]
, (98)
[Z12F ]p ≡ Z12F

1− 1
4
∑
f
(
1
µ1 + µf
+
1
µ2 + µf
)
+
1
8
(
1
µ1
− 1
µ2
)2
µ¯

 . (99)
3 In the p regime, the LO calculation of χt is enough in this work. See Refs. [51, 52] for the NLO correction.
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The well-known result in the p expansion is then precisely recovered,
PP(t,m1, m2)θ=0 = Σ
2([Z12F ]p[Z
12
M ]p)
4
F 2([Z12F ]p)
2
cosh(Mθ=012 (t− T/2))
Mθ=012 sinh(M
θ=0
12 T/2)
, (100)
where Mθ=012 = M12[Z
12
M ]p. Note that the constant term and r12(t) term rapidly vanish as
m1 or m2 grows. We also confirm that our result at fixed topology agrees with the one in
the p expansion [51].
Next let us consider the ǫ regime limit, where both of the valence masses are near the
chiral limit, m1 ∼ m2 ∼ 1/ΣV . In this case, one can expand the hyperbolic cosine term in
the meson mass as
cosh(M(t− T/2))
M sinh(MT/2)
=
2
M2T
+ 2Th1(t/T ) +O(M2), (101)
where
h1(t/T ) ≡ 1
2
(
t
T
− 1
2
)2
− 1
24
, (102)
and obtains
PP(t,m1, m2)Q = Σ
2
eff
F 2(Z12F )
2
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)
Th1(t/T )
+L3Σ2eff
Seff1 + Seff2
µeff1 + µ
eff
2
− 2Σ
2
F 2
S1 − S2
µ1 − µ2 r12(t), (103)
which is consistent with the result in the ǫ expansion (Ref. [18]). Note that we have used
Σ(Z12MZ
12
F )
2 = Σeff +O(M211) +O(M222).
C. When m2 is large
One of our main interests in this work is to consider when one valence quark is always
large, in the p regime: m2ΣV ∼ O(1/p2). Namely, we consider the chiral limit of the
kaon-type correlators in a finite box.
In this case, we can perturbatively treat (see Appendix C)
1
µ1 + µ2
∼ 1
µ2
∼ O(p2), (104)
S2 ∼ 1−
∑
f
1
µ2 + µf
+
Q2
2µ22
+O(p4), (105)
D12 ∼ S1

1−∑
f
1
µ2 + µf
+
Q2
2µ22

 , (106)
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and the correlator in that limit is
PP(t,m1, m2)Q = Σ
2(Z12F Z
12
M )
4
F 2(Z12F )
2

1 + Seff1

1−∑
f
1
µ2 + µf
+
Q2
2µ22

+ Q2
µ1µ2


×cosh(M
Q
12(t− T/2))
2MQ12 sinh(M
Q
12T/2)
. (107)
The result in the θ = 0 case is obtained by replacing Q2 with (Q2)θ=0 and Seffv with (Seffv )θ=0.
One can see that the overall factor (and therefore the calculation of the decay constant
FK) still has a large finite volume correction from the zero-mode integration, while the meson
mass (MQ12 here) has a rather small perturbative correction.
D. Origin of the G¯(x,M211,M
2
22) term
The third term in Eq. (90) becomes significant only when both of m1 and m2 are in the
ǫ regime. Here we consider the origin of that term.
Although non-perturbative integration of the zero-mode is supposed to be the most re-
liable way of calculating the finite size effects near the chiral limit, it obscures the physical
meaning as propagation of the pions. Let us here go back to a perturbative picture in the def-
inition of Eq. (70) and express the corresponding correlation function using Appendix D and
putting labels “(x)” and “(y)” to explicitly show where the original operators are located.
For example, the first term of Eq. (70) is expressed by
〈(
[U0(x)]12 + [U
†
0(x)]21
) (
[U0(y)]21 + [U
†
0(y)]12
)〉
U0
= − 2
F 2
(〈[ξ0(x)]12[ξ0(y)]21〉U0 + 〈[ξ0(x)]21[ξ0(y)]12〉U0)
+
1
F 4
〈
([ξ20(x)]12 + [ξ
2
0(x)]21)([ξ
2
0(y)]21 + [ξ
2
0(y)]12)
〉
U0
+
2
3F 4
(
〈([ξ0(x)]12 − [ξ0(x)]21)([ξ30(y)]21 − [ξ30(y)]12)〉U0
+〈([ξ30(x)]12 − [ξ30(x)]21)([ξ0(y)]21 − [ξ0(y)]12)〉U0
)
+ · · · .(108)
With this perturbative picture of the zero-mode, the C5 term can be expressed as
C5G¯(x− y,M211,M222) =
1
F 4
〈
([ξ20(x)]12 + [ξ
2
0(x)]21)([ξ
2
0(y)]21 + [ξ
2
0(y)]12)
〉
U0
×〈([ξ(x)]11[ξ(y)]22 + [ξ(x)]22[ξ(y)]11)〉ξ + · · · . (109)
It is then obvious that this term is originally a three-pion-state propagator which is sup-
pressed in the ordinary p regime. As the system enters the ǫ regime, however, two of their
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zero-mode’s contributions are non-perturbatively enhanced and it becomes an NLO contri-
bution.
VII. USEFUL EXAMPLES
In this section we present two specific examples in the Nf = 2 (with degenerate up and
down quarks ) and 2 + 1 (with up, down and strange quarks) theories, which are useful to
analyze lattice QCD results simulated in finite volumes. In the formulas below, we denote
the sea quark masses by mu = md = m and ms (µ = mΣV and µs = msΣV ).
We consider two-types of the pseudoscalar correlators: the pion-type correlator whose two
valence masses are degenerate, m1 = m2 = mv (µv = mvΣV ), and the kaon-type correlator
for which we take m2 always to be in the p regime (see the general formula Eq. (107)).
A. Simplified G¯(x,M2,M2)
For small Nf , we can simplify the G¯(x,M
2
11,M
2
22) (or r12(t)) term. Since it con-
tributes only when both of m1 and m2 are in the ǫ regime, it is sufficient to con-
sider the pion-type correlator case with m1 = m2 = mv. The result was already pre-
sented in Ref. [51], except for the presence of the zero-mode part : G(x,M211,M
2
22) =
G¯(x,M211,M
2
22) + 1/(VM
2
11M
2
22(
∑
f 1/M
2
ff)), which does not affect the coefficient of each
term. Here we just present the results for the Nf = 2 and 2+1 cases,
G¯(x,M2vv,M
2
vv) =


1
2
[
∆¯(x,M2vv) + (M
2
vv −M2pi)∂M2vv∆¯(x,M2vv)
]
(Nf = 2),
1
3
[
−1
2
(M2pi −M2η )2
(M2vv −M2η )2
∆¯(x,M2η ) +
(
1 +
1
2
(M2pi −M2η )2
(M2vv −M2η )2
)
∆¯(x,M2vv)
+
(M2vv −M2pi)
{
3(M2vv −M2η )− (M2vv −M2pi)
}
2(M2vv −M2η )
∂M2vv∆¯(x,M
2
vv)


(Nf = 2 + 1),
(110)
where M2vv = 2mvΣ/F
2, M2pi = 2mΣ/F
2, and M2η = (2m + 4ms)Σ/3F
2. Noting that
∆¯(x,M2η ) rapidly converges to −1/M2ηV for large |x| and remembering that the correspond-
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ing term contributes only when M2vv ∼ O(p4), it is sufficient to consider (See also Eq.(A1).)
rvv(t) ≃


1
2
[
cosh(MQvv(t− T/2))
2MQvv sinh(M
Q
vvT/2)
− 1
(MQvv)2T
]
(Nf = 2),
1
2
[
cosh(MQvv(t− T/2))
2MQvv sinh(M
Q
vvT/2)
− 1
(MQvv)2T
]
+
1
6M2ηT
(Nf = 2 + 1).
(111)
Here we have used an additional assumption that the valence pion mass is not taken very
differently from the physical pion mass and the O(M2vv −M2pi) contribution is ignored. The
only exceptional case : M2pi ≫ M2vv will be discussed later. Note that we have replaced the
tree-level mass Mvv by the NLO mass M
Q
vv for later convenience (the difference is NNLO.).
B. Nf = 2 and 2 + 1 flavor results
Using Eq. (111), the pion-type correlator can be expressed in a compact form,
π(t,mv)Q ≡ PP(t,mv, mv)Q = CQPP
cosh(MQvv(t− T/2))
MQvv sinh(M
Q
vvT/2)
+DQPP , (112)
where the valence pion mass is given by
MQvv = MvvZ
vv
M
(
1 +
Q2
4µ2v
)
, (113)
and
CQPP =
Σ2
F 2
(ZvvMZ
vv
F )
4
(ZvvF )
2
1
2
(
1 +Deffvv +
Q2
(µeffv )
2
− ∂S
eff
v
∂µeffv
)
, (114)
DQPP =


L3
Σ2eff
2µeffv
[
2Seffv −
(
1 +Deffvv +
Q2
(µeffv )
2
− ∂S
eff
v
∂µeffv
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ2v
)]
(Nf = 2),
L3
Σ2eff
2µeffv
[
2Seffv −
(
1 +Deffvv +
Q2
(µeffv )
2
− ∂S
eff
v
∂µeffv
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ2v
)
− µ
eff
v
µeff + 2µeffs
(
∂Seffv
∂µeffv
)]
(Nf = 2 + 1),
(115)
Here we have used Σeff = Σ(Z
vv
MZ
vv
F )
2 +O(mv) and
lim
m1→m2=mv
S1 − S2
µ1 − µ2 =
∂Sv
∂µv
. (116)
It is also possible to simplify the kaon-type correlator (here we choose the second valence
mass to be the physical strange quark mass: m2 = ms in the 2+1-flavor theory) as
K(t,mv)Q ≡ PP(t,mv, ms)Q = EQPP
cosh(MQvs(t− T/2))
MQvs sinh(M
Q
vsT/2)
, (117)
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where the valence kaon mass is given by
MQvs = MvsZ
vs
M
(
1 +
Q2
4µvµs
)
, Mvs =
√
(mv +ms)Σ/F 2, (118)
and
EQPP =
Σ2
F 2
(ZvsMZ
vs
F )
4
(ZvsF )
2
1
2
(
1 + Seffv
(
1− 2
µs + µ
− 1
2µs
+
Q2
2µ2s
)
+
Q2
µvµs
)
. (119)
The result in the θ = 0 vacuum is obtained by simply replacing Q2 with (Q2)θ=0, Seffv
with (Seffv )θ=0 and Deffvv with (Deffvv )θ=0 in the above formulas.
Using a notation for the renormalized logarithmic term which is given in Eq. (43), the
explicit forms of Z factors [53, 54], Σeff/Σ, Sv and Dvv (see Appendix C) are given by
• Nf = 2 case :
ZvvM = 1 +
1
2F 2
[
1
2
∆¯r(0,M2vv) +
1
2
(M2vv −M2pi)∂M2vv∆¯r(0,M2vv)
−16(Lr4 − 2Lr6)M2pi − 8(Lr5 − 2Lr8)M2vv
]
, (120)
ZvvF = 1−
1
2F 2
[
2∆¯r(0, (M2vv +M
2
pi)/2)− 8(2Lr4M2pi + Lr5M2vv)
]
, (121)
Σeff
Σ
= 1− 1
F 2
[
2∆¯r(0,M2pi/2)−
1
2
{
− β1√
V
−M2pi
(
− 1
16π2
lnV 1/2µ2sub − β2
)}
− 32Lr6M2pi
]
,
(122)
Sv = − 1
(µ2 − µ2v)2
×
det


∂µvKQ(µv) IQ(µv) IQ(µ) µ
−1IQ−1(µ)
−∂µv (µvKQ+1(µv)) µvIQ+1(µv) µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ)
∂µv(µ
2
vKQ+2(µv)) µ
2
vIQ+2(µv) µ
2IQ+2(µ) µIQ+1(µ)
−∂µv (µ3vKQ+3(µv)) µ3vIQ+3(µv) µ3IQ+3(µ) µ2IQ+2(µ)


det

 IQ(µ) µ−1IQ−1(µ)
µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ)


,
(123)
Dvv = − 1
(µ2 − µ2v)2
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×det


∂µvKQ(µv) ∂µvIQ(µv) IQ(µ) µ
−1IQ−1(µ)
−∂µv (µvKQ+1(µv)) ∂µv(µvIQ+1(µv)) µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ)
∂µv(µ
2
vKQ+2(µv)) ∂µv(µ
2
vIQ+2(µv)) µ
2IQ+2(µ) µIQ+1(µ)
−∂µv (µ3vKQ+3(µv)) ∂µv(µ3vIQ+3(µv)) µ3IQ+3(µ) µ2IQ+2(µ)


det

 IQ(µ) µ−1IQ−1(µ)
µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ)


+
4µv
µ2 − µ2v
Sv. (124)
• Nf = 2 + 1 case :
ZvvM = 1 +
1
2F 2
[
−1
6
(M2pi −M2η )2
(M2vv −M2η )2
∆¯r(0,M2η ) +
1
3
(
1 +
1
2
(M2pi −M2η )2
(M2vv −M2η )2
)
∆¯r(0,M2vv)
+
1
6
(M2vv −M2pi)
(M2vv −M2η )
{3(M2vv −M2η )− (M2vv −M2pi)}∂M2vv∆¯r(0,M2vv)
−8(Lr4 − 2Lr6)(M2pi + 2M2K)− 8(Lr5 − 2Lr8)M2vv
]
, (125)
ZvsM = 1 +
1
2F 2
[
1
3
M2pi −M2η
M2vv −M2η
∆¯r(0,M2η ) +
1
3
M2vv −M2pi
M2vv −M2η
∆¯r(0,M2vv)
−8(Lr4 − 2Lr6)(M2pi + 2M2K)− 8(Lr5 − 2Lr8)M2vs
]
, (126)
ZvvF = 1−
1
2F 2
[
2∆¯r(0, (M2vv +M
2
pi)/2) + ∆¯
r(0,M2vs)− 8(Lr4(M2pi + 2M2K) + Lr5M2vv)
]
,
(127)
ZvsF = 1−
1
2F 2
[
∆¯r(0, (M2vv +M
2
pi)/2) +
1
2
∆¯r(0,M2vs) + ∆¯
r(0,M2K)
+
1
3
(
1 +
1
2
M2pi −M2η
M2vv −M2η
)2
∆¯r(0,M2η )
+
1
3

M
2
vv −M2pi
M2vv −M2η
− 1
2
− 1
4
(
M2pi −M2η
M2vv −M2η
)2
 ∆¯r(0,M2vv)
− 1
12
(M2vv −M2pi)
(M2vv −M2η )
{3(M2vv −M2η )− (M2vv −M2pi)}∂M2vv∆¯r(0,M2vv)
−8(Lr4(M2pi + 2M2K) + Lr5M2vs)
]
, (128)
Σeff
Σ
= 1− 1
F 2
[
2∆¯r(0,M2pi/2) + ∆¯
r(0,M2ss/2)
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−1
3
{
−(M
2
pi −M2η )2
2M4η
∆¯r(0,M2η ) +
(
1 +
(M2pi −M2η )2
2M4η
)(
− β1√
V
)
+
M2pi(M
2
pi − 3M2η )
2M2η
(
− 1
16π2
lnV 1/2µ2sub − β2
)}
− 16Lr6(M2pi + 2M2K)
]
, (129)
Sv = − 1
(µ2 − µ2v)2(µ2s − µ2v)
×
det


∂µvKQ(µv) IQ(µv) IQ(µ) µ
−1IQ−1(µ) IQ(µs)
−∂µv (µvKQ+1(µv)) µvIQ+1(µv) µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ) µsIQ+1(µs)
∂µv(µ
2
vKQ+2(µv)) µ
2
vIQ+2(µv) µ
2IQ+2(µ) µIQ+1(µ) µ
2
sIQ+2(µs)
−∂µv (µ3vKQ+3(µv)) µ3vIQ+3(µv) µ3IQ+3(µ) µ2IQ+2(µ) µ3sIQ+3(µs)
∂µv(µ
4
vKQ+4(µv)) µ
4
vIQ+4(µv) µ
4IQ+4(µ) µ
3IQ+3(µ) µ
4
sIQ+4(µs)


det


IQ(µ) µ
−1IQ−1(µ) IQ(µs)
µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ) µsIQ+1(µs)
µ2IQ+2(µ) µIQ+1(µ) µ
2
sIQ+2(µs)


,(130)
Dvv = − 1
(µ2 − µ2v)2(µ2s − µ2v)
×
det


∂µvKQ(µv) ∂µvIQ(µv) IQ(µ) µ
−1IQ−1(µ) IQ(µs)
−∂µv (µvKQ+1(µv)) ∂µv(µvIQ+1(µv)) µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ) µsIQ+1(µs)
∂µv(µ
2
vKQ+2(µv)) ∂µv(µ
2
vIQ+2(µv)) µ
2IQ+2(µ) µIQ+1(µ) µ
2
sIQ+2(µs)
−∂µv (µ3vKQ+3(µv)) ∂µv(µ3vIQ+3(µv)) µ3IQ+3(µ) µ2IQ+2(µ) µ3sIQ+3(µs)
∂µv(µ
4
vKQ+4(µv)) ∂µv(µ
4
vIQ+4(µv)) µ
4IQ+4(µ) µ
3IQ+3(µ) µ
4
sIQ+4(µs)


det


IQ(µ) µ
−1IQ−1(µ) IQ(µs)
µIQ+1(µ) IQ(µ) µsIQ+1(µs)
µ2IQ+2(µ) µIQ+1(µ) µ
2
sIQ+2(µs)


+
(
4µv
µ2 − µ2v
+
2µv
µ2s − µ2v
)
Sv. (131)
Here we have used explicit expressions for G¯(0,M21 ,M
2
2 )’s shown in Ref. [51] and
lim
M→0
∆¯r(0,M2) = − β1√
V
, (132)
lim
M→0
∂M2∆¯
r(0,M2) = − 1
16π2
lnV 1/2µ2sub − β2. (133)
For Sv and Dvv at degenerate up and down quark masses, we have used an expansion
(µ +∆µ)αIα(µ +∆µ) = µ
αIα(µ) + µ∆µ[µ
α−1Iα−1(µ)] +O((∆µ)2) for any α, and a similar
expansion for Kν ’s. Note that Seff and Deff are obtained by simply replacing Σ with Σeff in
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the above formulas.
C. When Mvv ≪Mpi
In Eq. (111), we have neglected a term proportional to M2vv −M2pi . One might, however,
encounter the case where one wants to reduce the valence quark mass to the very vicinity
of the chiral limit while keeping the physical pion mass at the p regime. In such a case, a
partial quenching artifact is enhanced as a double-pole contribution and one has to add the
following contributions to the pion correlator,
∆π(t,mv)Q = −FQPP∂M2vv
[
cosh(Mvv(t− T/2))
2Mvv sinh(MvvT/2)
− 1
M2vvT
]
, (134)
where
FQPP =


Σ2
F 2
(
∂Sv
∂µv
)
(M2vv −M2pi) (Nf = 2),
Σ2
F 2
(
∂Sv
∂µv
)
(M2vv −M2pi)
(
1− 1
3
M2vv −M2pi
M2vv −M2η
)
(Nf = 2 + 1).
(135)
D. Masses and decay constants
In this subsection we demonstrate how to extract the masses and decay constants of
the pions (and kaons) from lattice QCD data using our formula. We plot in Fig. 1 the pion
correlator Eq. (112) (normalized by Σ) at several different quark masses. We take mud = mv
in all cases. In the plot, the strange quark mass is fixed atms = 111 MeV, and the topological
charge is fixed at Q = 0. We choose the finite box size as V = L3T = (1.8 fm)3×(5.4 fm) and
the boundary condition is periodic in all directions. For the inputs, we use one of the latest
lattice QCD results for the chiral condensate and the pion decay constant, Σ = [234 MeV]3
(in the MS scheme at 2 GeV) and F = 71 MeV from Ref. [41]. For the other low energy
constants, phenomenological estimates from Ref. [3], Lr4(770 MeV) = 0.0, L
r
5(770 MeV) =
2.2× 10−3, Lr6(770 MeV) = 0.0, and Lr8(770 MeV) = 1.1× 10−3 are used.
As the first step of the analysis, one should identify the presence (or absence) of the
constant term DQPP , which is a signal of entering (or leaving) the ǫ regime. As shown in
Fig. 2, it is a rapidly decreasing function of the quark mass. Since this constant comes from
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the zero-mode part, it is essentially controlled by the chiral condensate. Using lattice QCD
data for Σ (or Σeff) or taking time derivative of the correlator, D
Q
PP can be subtracted.
Next, from the remaining cosh function part, the meson masses can be determined. In
Fig. 3, we plot the quark mass dependence of the pion mass squared divided by the quark
mass: (MQ=0/θ=0vv )
2/(2mud) and that for the kaon mass: (M
Q=0/θ=0
vs )
2/(mud+ms). Here the
same inputs shown above are used. The θ = 0 results here and in the following are calculated
via Eq. (93) truncating the sum at |Q| = 20, which already shows a good convergence. For
the pion mass, 10–20% deviation from the infinite V result (thick curves) is found near the
chiral limit while the kaon mass suggests only ∼1% finite volume effects. Note that there is
no contribution from the zero-mode to the meson masses at Q = 0 (See Eq.(89).).
Finally let us discuss how to determine the pion decay constant from the coefficient CQPP .
It is not difficult to check that a naive conventional definition FQpi ≡
√
4m2vC
Q
PP/(M
Q
vv)4 or
its counterpart in the θ = 0 vacuum F θ=0pi ≡ (FQpi )θ=0 actually leads to the right infinite
volume limit Fpi = FZ
vv
F |V=∞ as V increases. It is also the case for the kaon decay constant:
FQK ≡
√
(mv +ms)2E
Q
PP/(M
Q
vs)4 (or F θ=0K ) converges to the infinite volume limit of FK =
FZvsF |V=∞. Note however that the curves in Fig. 4 show a considerable deviation (∼ 50%)
as the quark mass is reduced, which is a typical consequence of the non-perturbative zero-
mode integrals. Unlike the meson masses, not only the pion decay constant but also the
kaon decay constant receives a large contribution from the zero-mode. These zero-mode
integrals are again controlled by the chiral condensate, and therefore one should in principle
be able to subtract this part using lattice QCD data for Σ (or Σeff). Once the zero-mode
part, Deffvv − 1 + Q
2
(µeffv )
2 − ∂S
eff
v
∂µeffv
or Seffv
(
1− 2
µs+µ
− 1
2µs
+ Q
2
2µ2s
)
+ Q
2
µvµs
− 1, is subtracted, one
obtains F ′pi ≡ FZvvF or F ′K ≡ FZvsF , which have a much milder volume dependence (at most
a few % level) as shown by the dotted curves in Fig. 4.
We emphasize that the accuracy of our calculation is NLO even though the zero-mode
contribution is partly treated to all-order. It is interesting to compare our results with the
conventional finite volume formulas in the p expansion since higher order loop calculations
are available a´ la Lu¨scher formula [55] for the latter. In Figs. 5 and 6, we plot our results
for
RMpi/K ≡
M
Q/θ=0
pi/K (L)
Mpi/K(L =∞) − 1, RFpi/K ≡
F
Q/θ=0
pi/K (L)
Fpi/K(L =∞) − 1, (136)
comparing with those in the two-loop (and one-loop) calculations in the p expansion by
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Colangelo et al. [7]. The same inputs for Σ, F and Li’s above are used. For the other higher
order LECs, the values given in [7] are used.
Our formula at one-loop (denoted by i exp.) in the θ = 0 vacuum is drawn by the
solid (T =5.4 fm) and thick (T =7.2 fm) curves while the dotted curves (T =5.4 fm) show
the results from which the zero-mode contribution is subtracted. Note that even in the
region MpiL < 2, our formulas are finite while the p expansion (dashed curves) results
show an unphysical divergence. For MpiL > 2, on the other hand, we observe that our
result is consistent with the p expansion. It is, in particular, remarkable that our one-loop
result is closer to the two-loop formula rather than one-loop in the p expansion. In order
to understand whether this is a just coincidence or can be explained by the effect of the
zero-mode resummation, a further study in the limit of T → ∞, which enters another
regime (the δ regime [56–62]), is needed.
We have observed that, as the quark masses decrease, the pseudoscalar correlator in a
finite volume is largely distorted from the form in the infinite volume limit because of the
zero-momentum mode fluctuation. By a careful removal of its contribution using the ChPT
formulas, however, we can obtain a milder volume dependence, which makes it possible to
extract the V →∞ limit of the meson masses or decay constants.
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FIG. 1: The Nf = 2 + 1 ChPT prediction for the pion correlator π(t,mv)Q (normalized by Σ) at
Q = 0 and mv = mud. The finite periodic box size is V = L
3T = (1.8 fm)3 × (5.4 fm). We use
ms = 111 MeV, Σ
MS(2 GeV) = [234 MeV]3, F = 71 MeV, Lr4(770 MeV) = 0.0, L
r
5(770 MeV) =
2.2× 10−3, Lr6(770 MeV) = 0.0 and Lr8(770 MeV) = 1.1× 10−3 as the inputs.
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D
Q=
0 P
P 
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mud (MeV)
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FIG. 2: The quark mass mud(= mv) dependence of −DQPP (normalized by Σ) at Q = 0. The same
inputs as Fig. 1 are used.
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FIG. 3: The up-down quark mass mud(= mv) dependence of (M
Q=0/θ=0
vv )2/(2mud) (upper panel)
and (M
Q=0/θ=0
vs )2/(mud + ms) (lower) is plotted at different volume sizes. The same inputs as
Fig. 1 are used.
 50
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FIG. 4: mud(= mv) dependence of the pion (upper panel) and kaon (lower) decay constants
F
Q=0/θ=0
pi and F
Q=0/θ=0
K at different volume sizes. The curves with the index “zero-mode subt.”
denote F ′pi or F ′K . See the text for the notation. The same inputs as Fig. 1 are used.
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FIG. 5: Comparison with the p expansion results a´ la Lu¨scher formula [55]. Our new ChPT
calculation (i exp.) and the p expansion (p exp.) result from Ref. [7] for RMpi (top) and RMK
(bottom) are drawn (note that one-loop correction in the p expansion on RMK is zero). The same
inputs as Fig. 1 and those given in Ref. [7] for the other higher LECs are used. The MpiL = 2
(thick) curve is drawn using the two-loop result.
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FIG. 6: Comparison with the p expansion results [7] for −RFpi (top) and −RFK (bottom).
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VIII. A SHORT-CUT PRESCRIPTION
We have performed a complete calculation to obtain the general form of the pseudoscalar
correlation function in Eq. (90), which contains a conventional cosh function as well as a
constant term and a contribution from 3-particle states.
It is no surprise that the constant term appears since the correlator in the conventional
p regime shows an unphysical infra-red divergence in the chiral limit. To remove this diver-
gence, the zero-mode or the constant mode contribution is indispensable.
With this observation we find that the result in Eq. (90) is obtained by an easier pre-
scription below. Starting from the conventional p expansion formula in Eq. (100),
1. Replace the Z factors with those from which the zero-mode contribution is subtracted,
namely, [Z ijF ]p and [Z
ij
M ]p with Z
ij
F and Z
ij
M .
2. Replace
cosh(Mθ=0ij (t− T/2))
Mθ=0ij sinh(M
θ=0
ij T/2)
with
cosh(MQij (t− T/2))
MQij sinh(M
Q
ij T/2)
− 2
(MQij )
2T
. (137)
3. Multiply a factor coming from the exact zero-mode integrals, which can be read off
from the coefficient of the t dependent term or the 2Th1(t/T ) term in the ǫ expansion
result. In the case of Eq. (90), it is 1
2
(
1 +Deff12 + Q
2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)
obtained from Eq. (103).
Note that the NLO condensate Σeff , which contains chiral-log terms, should be used
instead of the bare value Σ.
4. Add the constant and r12(t) terms if they exist in the ǫ expansion.
In fact, in a similar prescription, it is not difficult to obtain (a conjecture for) the
axialvector-pseudoscalar and axialvector-axialvector correlators:
AP(t,m1, m2)Q ≡
∫
d3x〈A0(x)P (0)〉Q
=
Σ(Z12F Z
12
M )
2
2
[(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)]
sinh(MQ12(t− T/2))
sinh(MQ12T/2)
+Σ(Z12F Z
12
M )
2
[(
Seff1 + Seff2
)
−
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)](
t
T
− 1
2
)
−M212Σ
S1 − S2
µ1 − µ2
∂
∂t
(∂M211r12(t) + ∂M222r12(t)), (138)
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AA(t,m1, m2)Q ≡
∫
d3x〈A0(x)A0(0)〉Q
= −Σ(Z
12
F Z
12
M )
2
2
(m1 +m2)
(
Seff1 + Seff2
) cosh(MQ12(t− T/2))
MQ12 sinh(M
Q
12T/2)
+
(FZ12F )
2
T
[(
Seff1 + Seff2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)
−
(
1 +Deff12 −
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)]
+
T
2V
(
1−Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
) Nf∑
i
(k¯00(M
2
1i) + k¯00(M
2
2i)), (139)
where
k¯00(M
2) ≡ ∑
q=(p1,p2,p3)
−1
4 sinh2(
√
|q|2 +M2 T/2)
+
1
M2T 2
, (140)
which is UV finite (and of course IR finite as well) and can be thus numerically evaluated.
We confirm that Eqs. (138) and Eq. (139) indeed converge to those in the p expansion [51]
for the larger masses and those in the ǫ expansion [16, 18] near the chiral limit. The above
prescription thus achieves at least a smooth interpolation between the ǫ and p regimes. Note
that the ǫ regime result is not found in the literature for the AP(t,m1, m2)Q correlator. We
present in Appendix E our own calculation.
Furthermore, we find a more non-trivial evidence that supports our prescription: the
axial Ward-Takahashi identities
∂
∂t
AP(t,m1, m2)Q = (m1 +m2)PP(t,m1, m2)Q
=
Σ(Z12F Z
12
M )
2
2
[(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)]
MQ12 cosh(M
Q
12(t− T/2))
sinh(MQ12T/2)
+
Σ(Z12F Z
12
M )
2
T
[ (
Seff1 + Seff2
)
−
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)]
−2ΣS1 − S2
µ1 − µ2M
2
12r12(t) +O(p4), (141)
and
− ∂
∂t
AA(t,m1, m2)Q = (m1 +m2)AP(t,m1, m2)Q
= Σ(Z12F Z
12
M )
2(m1 +m2)
Seff1 + Seff2
2
sinh(MQ12(t− T/2))
sinh(MQ12T/2)
+O(p4),
(142)
are precisely satisfied. Here we have used[(
Seff1 + Seff2
)
−
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)](
t
T
− 1
2
)
37
=[(
Seff1 + Seff2
)
−
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)/(
1 +
Q2
2µ1µ2
)]
sinh(MQ12(t− T/2))
2 sinh(MQ12T/2)
, (143)
which is valid up to a higher order contribution near the chiral limit, and
∂2
∂t2
(∂M2iir12(t)) = r12(t) +O(M2ii) (i = 1, 2). (144)
Our results in Eqs.(90), (138) and (139) not only smoothly connect the ǫ and p regimes but
also keep the symmetry of the theory even in the intermediate region.
IX. CONCLUSION
With the new perturbative scheme of ChPT proposed in Ref. [34], we have calculated
the two-point correlation function in the pseudoscalar channel. The counting rule for the
computation is essentially the same as in the conventional p expansion (except for the
additional rule for the mixing term of the zero and non-zero modes) while some of the
zero-mode integrals are performed non-perturbatively as in the ǫ expansion.
As seen in Eqs.(90) and Eq.(112), the correlator is expressed by a hyperbolic cosine
function of time t plus an additional constant term as well as a non-trivial contribution from
three-particle states, which smoothly interpolates the p regime results and those in the ǫ
regime.
The presence of the constant term in the correlator was known as a remarkable feature
of the ǫ expansion. We have found that this constant plays an essential role in canceling the
unphysical divergence coming from the cosh term in the p expansion and keep the correlator
always IR finite.
Giving examples for the Nf = 2 and 2+1 theories, we have proposed a new method of
determining the meson masses and decay constants from lattice QCD data obtained in a
finite volume. Once one has a good control of the chiral condensate Σ, and therefore, of
the non-trivial coefficients CQPP , D
Q
PP and E
Q
PP in the correlators Eqs. (112) and (117), the
zero-mode contributions can be subtracted and the remaining meson masses (see Fig. 3) and
decay constants (Fig. 4) show a much milder volume dependence. Our results will be useful
to precisely estimate the finite volume effects in lattice QCD data for the pion mass Mpi and
kaon mass MK , as well as their decay constants Fpi and FK .
From our calculation we have found a short-cut prescription as shown in Section VIII.
According to this greatly simplified scheme, we have derived the axialvector-pseudoscalar
38
and axialvector-axialvector correlators. It turned out that these results not only give a
smooth interpolation between the ǫ and p regimes but also keep the axial Ward-Takahashi
identities at an arbitrary choice of quark masses. It will be important to check if this
simplified prescription is valid for the other quantities like three or four point functions.
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Appendix A: ξ correlators in finite volume
Integrals over ξ fields are expressed by ∆¯(x,M2) and G¯(x,M21 ,M
2
2 ) defined by Eqs. (11)
and (12). Here we summarize useful formulas in the calculation of meson correlators.
We first note that even simple (three-dimensional) integrals and derivatives of them have
unusual forms like
∫
d3x ∆¯(x,M2) =
cosh(M(t− T/2))
2M sinh(MT/2)
− 1
M2T
, (A1)
∂2µ∆¯(x,M
2) = M2∆¯(x,M2) +
1
V
, (A2)
due to absence of the zero-mode.
For the O(S(1)I ) contribution, we need∫
d4y∆¯(x− y,M21 )∆¯(y,M22 ) =
1
V
∑
p 6=0
eipx
(p2 +M21 )(p
2 +M22 )
=
1
M22 −M21
(
∆¯(x,M21 )− ∆¯(x,M22 )
)
. (A3)
which becomes −∂M2∆¯(x,M2)|M2=M21 in the limit M21 = M22 .
In the same way,
∫
d4y∆¯(x− y,M21 )G¯(y,M22 ,M23 ) =
1
M22 −M21
(
G¯(x,M21 ,M
2
3 )− G¯(x,M22 ,M23 )
)
, (A4)
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which can be expressed in two different ways:
=
1
M23 −M22
(
G¯(x,M21 ,M
2
2 )− G¯(x,M21 ,M23 )
)
,
=
1
M23 −M21
(
G¯(x,M21 ,M
2
2 )− G¯(x,M22 ,M23 )
)
. (A5)
For O((S(1)I )2) contributions, we use∫
d4y d4z ∆¯(x− y,M21 )∆¯(y − z,M22 )∆¯(z,M21 ) =
1
V
∑
p 6=0
eipx
(p2 +M21 )
2(p2 +M22 )
=
1
(M22 −M21 )2
(
∆¯(x,M22 )− ∆¯(x,M21 )
)
− 1
M22 −M21
∂M2∆¯(x,M
2)
∣∣∣∣∣
M2=M21
, (A6)
whose degenerate limit, M21 =M
2
2 , becomes (∂M2)
2∆¯(x,M2)|M2=M21 . We also need∫
d4y d4z ∆¯(x− y,M21 )G¯(y − z,M22 ,M23 )∆¯(z,M21 )
=
G¯(x,M21 ,M
2
1 ) + G¯(x,M
2
2 ,M
2
3 )− G¯(x,M21 ,M23 )− G¯(x,M21 ,M22 )
(M22 −M21 )(M23 −M21 )
, (A7)
which becomes in the limit M22 =M
2
3 ,
=
G¯(x,M21 ,M
2
1 ) + G¯(x,M
2
2 ,M
2
2 )− 2G¯(x,M21 ,M22 )
(M22 −M21 )2
. (A8)
For the disconnected part, we compute
∫
d4x∆¯(x,M21 )∆¯(x,M
2
2 ) =
1
M22 −M21
(
∆¯(0,M21 )− ∆¯(0,M22 )
)
, (A9)
and
∫
d4x∆¯(x,M21 )G¯(x,M
2
2 ,M
2
3 ) =
1
2
[
1
M21 −M22
(
G¯(0,M22 ,M
2
3 )− G¯(0,M21 ,M23 )
)
+
1
M21 −M23
(
G¯(0,M22 ,M
2
3 )− G¯(0,M21 ,M22 )
)]
,(A10)
of which divergent part is treated with the dimensional regularization as usual.
Appendix B: ξ contraction in the pseudoscalar correlator
Here we summarize the ξ contractions in 〈P (x)P (0)〉00, 〈P (x)P (0)〉10, 〈P (x)P (0)〉20 and
〈P (x)P (0)〉01.
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The first leading contribution is given by
〈P (x)P (0)〉00 = −Σ
2(Z12MZ
12
F )
4
4
〈
([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)
+
1
2
([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)2 +
1
2
([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)2
〉
U0
−Σ
2
8
(
∆ZΣ11 −∆ZΣ22
)
〈([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)2 − ([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)2〉U0
+
Σ2
2F 2
(Z12F (Z
12
M )
2)2∆¯(x,M ′212)〈([U0]11 + [U †0 ]22)([U0]22 + [U †0 ]11)〉U0
+
Σ2
2F 2
∑
j 6=1
∆¯(x,M2j2)〈[U0]1j [U †0 ]j1〉U0
+
Σ2
2F 2
∑
i 6=2
∆¯(x,M2i1)〈[U0]2i[U †0 ]i2〉U0
− Σ
2
2F 2
G¯(x,M211,M
2
22)〈([U0]12 + [U †0 ]21)([U0]21 + [U †0 ]12)〉U0
+
Σ2
4F 2
∆¯(x,M222)〈([U0]12)2 + ([U †0 ]21)2〉U0
+
Σ2
4F 2
∆¯(x,M211)〈([U0]21)2 + ([U †0 ]12)2〉U0
− Σ
2
4F 2
G¯(x,M222,M
2
22)〈([U0]12 + [U †0 ]21)2〉U0
− Σ
2
4F 2
G¯(x,M211,M
2
11)〈([U0]21 + [U †0 ]12)2〉U0 , (B1)
where we have used
Σ2eff
(
1−∆ZΣ22 +
16L8
F 2
M212
)(
1−∆ZΣ11 +
16L8
F 2
M212
)
= Σ2(Z12MZ
12
F )
4.
Next we calculate the O(S(1)I ) contribution. In this NLO part, we can set Z ijξ = Z ijF =
Z ijM = 1. Note that ξ contractions have to be all connected since the self-contraction is not
allowed in the NSC vertex in S(1)I .
Using a notation given in Eq. (72) and the integration formulas given in Appendix A, we
obtain
〈P (x)P (0)〉10 = Σ
2
2F 2
2 〈[R]11 + [R]22〉U0
(
Σ
F 2
∂M2
)
∆¯(x,M2)
∣∣∣∣
M2=M212
− Σ
2
2F 2
Nf∑
j 6=1
〈[R]j1[U0]1j + [R]1j [U †0 ]j1〉U0
mj −m1
(
∆¯(x,M212)− ∆¯(x,M22j)
)
− Σ
2
2F 2
Nf∑
i 6=2
〈[R]i2[U0]2i + [R]2i[U †0 ]i2〉U0
mi −m2
(
∆¯(x,M212)− ∆¯(x,M21i)
)
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− Σ
2
2F 2
〈[R]12[U †0 ]12 + [U0]21[R]21〉U0
m1 −m2
(
∆¯(x,M212)− ∆¯(x,M211)
)
− Σ
2
2F 2
〈[R]21[U †0 ]21 + [U0]12[R]12〉U0
m2 −m1
(
∆¯(x,M212)− ∆¯(x,M222)
)
+
Σ2
2F 2
〈[R]12([U0]21 + [U †0 ]12) + ([U0]21 + [U †0 ]12)[R]21〉U0
m1 −m2
×
(
G¯(x,M211,M
2
22)− G¯(x,M211,M211)
)
+
Σ2
2F 2
〈[R]21([U0]12 + [U †0 ]21) + ([U0]12 + [U †0 ]21)[R]12〉U0
m2 −m1
×
(
G¯(x,M211,M
2
22)− G¯(x,M222,M222)
)
.
(B2)
For the O
(
(S(1)I )2
)
contribution we have both connected and disconnected parts. Note
that we can set Z ijξ = Z
ij
F = Z
ij
M = 1 here, too.
The connected part (noted by the subscript “con”) is given by
〈P (x)P (0)〉20con =
Σ2
2F 2
[
−

∑
j 6=1
〈[R]1j [R]j1〉U0
(mj −m1) +
∑
i 6=2
〈[R]2i[R]i2〉U0
(mi −m2)

 ( Σ
F 2
∂M2
)
∆¯(x,M2)
∣∣∣∣
M2=M212
−∑
j 6=1
〈[R]1j [R]j1〉U0
(mj −m1)2
(
∆¯(x,M212)− ∆¯(x,M22j)
)
−∑
i 6=2
〈[R]2i[R]i2〉U0
(mi −m2)2
(
∆¯(x,M212)− ∆¯(x,M21i)
)
+
〈([R]12)2 + ([R]21)2〉U0
2(m2 −m1)2
(
∆¯(x,M211) + ∆¯(x,M
2
22)− 2∆¯(x,M212)
)
+
〈2[R]12[R]21 + ([R]12)2 + ([R]21)2〉U0
(m1 −m2)2 A¯(x,M
2
11,M
2
22)
]
. (B3)
For the disconnected contribution, we first calculate
1
2
〈(S(1)I )2〉ξ = −
Σ2V
8F 2
∑
i 6=j
2RijRji
M2ii −M2jj
(
∆ZΣii −∆ZΣjj
)
, (B4)
using Eqs. (A9) and (A10) in Appendix A. Then we obtain (noted by the subscript “dis”)
〈P (x)P (0)〉20dis =
1
2
[
〈α(U0)〈(S(1)I )2〉ξ〉U0 − 〈α(U0)〉U0〈(S(1)I )2〉ξ,U0
]
+
1
2
[
〈β(U0)〈(S(1)I )2〉ξ〉U0 − 〈β(U0)〉U0〈(S(1)I )2〉ξ,U0
]
∆¯(x,M212), (B5)
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where
α(U0) ≡ −Σ
2
4
[
([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)
+
1
2
([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)2 +
1
2
([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)2
]
, (B6)
β(U0) ≡ Σ
2
2F 2
([U0]11 + [U
†
0 ]22)([U0]22 + [U
†
0 ]11). (B7)
Since ∆ZΣii rapidly decreases as the mass mi reaches the ǫ regime, the contribution is
important only deeply inside the p regime. Therefore, we can perturbatively perform this
part of the U0 integral in advance. Using the technique presented in Appendix D, the
calculation is given by
〈α(U0)RijRji〉U0 − 〈α(U0)〉U0〈RijRji〉U0 =
4Σ2(m1 −m2)2
(µ1 + µ2)2
(δi2δj1 + δj2δi1) +O(p9),(B8)
〈β(U0)RijRji〉U0 − 〈β(U0)〉U0〈RijRji〉U0 = O(p10), (B9)
where µi = miΣV and we obtain
〈P (x)P (0)〉20dis = −
Σ2(µ1 − µ2)
(µ1 + µ2)2
〈
[U0 + U
†
0 ]11
2
+
[U0 + U
†
0 ]22
2
〉
U0
(
1
2
∆ZΣ11 −
1
2
∆ZΣ22
)
,
(B10)
where we have used
2 =
〈
[U0 + U
†
0 ]11
2
+
[U0 + U
†
0 ]22
2
〉
U0
+O(p2) (B11)
for the later convenience.
Finally let us calculate the O(S(2)I ) contribution. As in the calculation above, using the
technique in Appendix D, we obtain
〈P (x)P (0)〉01 = − Σ
2
(µ1 + µ2)2
〈
[U0 + U
†
0 ]11
2
+
[U0 + U
†
0 ]22
2
〉
U0
×
[
µ1
(
−∆ZΣ11 +
16L8
F 2
M212
)
+ µ2
(
−∆ZΣ22 +
16L8
F 2
M212
)]
. (B12)
Here we note
〈P (x)P (0)〉20dis + 〈P (x)P (0)〉01
=
Σ2
(µ1 + µ2)
〈
[U0 + U
†
0 ]11
2
+
[U0 + U
†
0 ]22
2
〉
U0
(
Σeff
Σ
− (Z12MZ12F )2
)
. (B13)
In order to obtain the final expression in Eq. (90), we use
− Σ
2
4
(Z12MZ
12
F )
4C0a + Σ
2
µ1 + µ2
(
Σeff
Σ
− (Z12MZ12F )2
)
C0b = Σ2(Z12MZ12F )2
Seff1 + Seff2
µ1 + µ2
,(B14)
neglecting the higher order contributions.
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Appendix C: U0 integrals
The zero-mode U0 integrals of various matrix elements have been calculated in Ref. [16].
Here we summarize the results in our notation for this paper.
1
2
〈
[U0]vv − [U †0 ]vv
〉
U0
= −Q
µv
, (C1)
1
4
〈(
[U0]vv − [U †0 ]vv
)2〉
U0
= −Sv
µv
+
Q2
µ2v
, (C2)
1
4
〈(
[U0]v1v1 − [U †0 ]v1v1
) (
[U0]v2v2 − [U †0 ]v2v2
)〉
U0
=
Q2
µv1µv2
, (C3)
1
4
〈(
[U0]v1v2 ± [U †0 ]v2v1
)2〉
U0
=
1
4
〈(
[U0]v2v1 ± [U †0 ]v1v2
)2〉
U0
=
±1
µ2v1 − µ2v2
(µv1Sv1 − µv2Sv2) ,
(C4)
1
4
〈(
[U0]v1v2 ± [U †0 ]v2v1
) (
[U0]v2v1 ± [U †0 ]v1v2
)〉
U0
=
1
µ2v1 − µ2v2
(µv2Sv1 − µv1Sv2) .
(C5)
Here it is useful to define
δiSj ≡ lim
Nf+N→Nf
∂
∂µi
Sj, (C6)
or more explicitly,
δiSj =


lim
µb1→µi,µb2→µj
∂
∂µi
∂
∂µj
lnZQ2,2+Nf (µb1 , µb2, µi, µj, {µsea}) (i 6= j),
lim
µb→µi
∂2
∂µ2i
lnZQ1,1+Nf (µb, µi, {µsea}) (i = j).
(C7)
Note that the partial quenching is performed after the differentiation. Then D’s can be
expressed as
Di = δiSi + S2i , (C8)
Dij = δiSj + SiSj = δjSi + SiSj . (C9)
We note
mi(Si − 1) ∼ O(p4), (C10)
mjmiδjSi ∼ O(p8), (C11)
which is useful to simplify our results.
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We also note that Dvv (or D12 in the degenerate case m1 = m2 = mv) can be written in a
simpler form than the original definition. Introducing simplified notations for the zero-mode
partition functions:
Z0 = ZQ0,Nf ({µsea}), (C12)
Z1(µb|µv) = ZQ1,1+Nf (µb, µv, {µsea}), (C13)
Z2(µb1, µb2|µv1, µv2) = ZQ2,2+Nf (µb1, µb2, µv1, µv2, {µsea}), (C14)
and noting that these partition functions satisfy
lim
µb→µv
Z1(µb|µv) = Z0, (C15)
lim
µb2→µv2
Z2(µb1, µb2|µv1, µv2) = Z1(µb1|µv1), (C16)
lim
µb2→µv1
Z2(µb1, µb2|µv1, µv2) = Z1(µb1|µv2), (C17)
it is easy to show (
∂
∂µbi
+
∂
∂µvi
)
Z2(µb1, µb2|µv1, µv2)
∣∣∣∣∣
µbi=µvi
= 0 (C18)
for any i. We then obtain
Dvv = − 1Z0
∂
∂µb
∂
∂µv
Z1(µb|µv)
∣∣∣∣∣
µb=µv
, (C19)
which is used to obtain expressions in Eqs. (124) and Eq. (131).
Appendix D: U0 integrals in the p regime
In our calculation, we sometimes encounters a situation that the zero-mode integrals are
needed only in the perturbative p regime. It is not impossible to nonperturbatively perform
the zero-mode integrals even in such cases, but it is more convenient to go back to the
perturbative analysis to obtain the final results in a simple form.
Let us start with an expansion of the U0 field:
U0 = exp
(
i
√
2ξ0
F
)
= 1 +
i
√
2ξ0
F
− 1
F 2
ξ20 + · · · , (D1)
and give a Feynman rule for ξ0
〈[ξ0]ij [ξ0]kl〉 = δilδjk 1
M2ijV
. (D2)
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Note that it reproduces the ordinary propagator in the p expansion together with ∆¯(x,M2ij).
It is here important to note that ξ0 is an element not of SU(N) but of U(N) Lie algebra
and there is no diagonal contribution like non-zero mode ξ has4. Then we can calculate the
zero-mode integrals in the p regime as
〈[U0]ij[U0]kl〉U0 = −δilδjk
2
µi + µj
+O(p3), (D3)
〈[U0]ij [U †0 ]kl〉U0 = +δilδjk
2
µi + µj
+O(p3), (D4)
〈
[U0]ij[U0]ji[U0 + U
†
0 ]kk
〉
U0
2
−
〈[U0]ij[U0]ji〉U0
〈
[U0 + U
†
0 ]kk
〉
U0
2
= 2(δik + δjk)
(
1
µi + µj
)2
,
(D5)〈
[U0]ij[U
†
0 ]ji[U0 + U
†
0 ]kk
〉
U0
2
−
〈
[U0]ij [U
†
0 ]ji
〉
U0
〈
[U0 + U
†
0 ]kk
〉
U0
2
= −2(δik + δjk)
(
1
µi + µj
)2
.
(D6)
These results can be, of course, confirmed by directly performing the exact group integrals
and then taking the asymptotic expansion in large miΣV ’s.
Appendix E: Axialvector-Pseudoscalar correlator in the pure ǫ regime
In this appendix we present the axialvector-pseudoscalar correlator in the ǫ regime, which
is, to our knowledge, not found in the literature.
Since M2 ∼ O(ǫ4) is deep inside the ǫ regime, we can neglect the meson mass in the Z
factors: let us remove the superscripts and use notations such as ZM , ZF . We also note
Σeff = ΣZ
2
MZ
2
F and ∆Z
Σ
22 = 0 to NLO in the ǫ regime.
The source terms are then simplified as
P 12(x) = i
Σeff
2
(
[U0]12 − [U †0 ]21
)
− Σ√
2F
∑
i,j
ξij(x)
(
[U0]1iδj2 + δ1i[U
†
0 ]j2
)
ZξZF (ZM)
2
4 This argument is subtle for the summation over topology whose NNLO contribution produces 〈Q2〉/µiµj =
1/µiµj(
∑
f 1/µf), which comes from the diagonal contribution, 〈[ξ0]ii[ξ0]jj〉. Fortunately, however, only
off-diagonal contributions are needed in the calculation of this paper, and we can therefore ignore this
subtlety.
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−i Σ
2F 2
∑
i,j
[ξ2(x)]NSCij
(
[U0]1iδj2 − δ1i[U †0 ]j2
)
, (E1)
P 21(x) = (1↔ 2), (E2)
and the axialvector sources can be similarly written as
A120 (x) = −
F√
2
∑
i,j
[∂0ξ(x)]ji
(
[U †0 ]i2[U0]1j + δi2δ1j
)
ZξZF
+
i
2
∑
i,j
[∂0ξξ − ξ∂0ξ]NSCji (x)
(
[U †0 ]i2[U0]1j − δi2δ1j
)
, (E3)
A210 (x) = (1↔ 2). (E4)
Note that the mass term is now an NLO contribution, which can be treated as a pertur-
bative interaction term and one can omit the mass in the Feynman rule for ξ:
〈ξij(x)ξkl(y)〉ξ = δilδjk∆¯(x− y, 0)− δijδklG¯(x− y, 0, 0), (E5)
We therefore replace S(1)I by
SI ≡ Σ
2F 2
∫
d4xTr
[
R′[ξ2(x)]NSC
]
, (E6)
where
R′ ≡ M†U0 + U †0M+
Nf
ΣV
1. (E7)
Since SI ∼ O(ǫ2), it is sufficient to calculate
〈A0(x)P (0)〉 = 1
2
[
〈A120 (x)P 21(0) + A120 (x)P 12(0)〉00 + 〈A120 (x)P 21(0) + A120 (x)P 12(0)〉10
]
+(1↔ 2). (E8)
Noting
〈
[∂0ξξ − ξ∂0ξ]NSCji (x)[ξ2]NSCkl (0)
〉
ξ
= 0, and (see Ref. [18])
〈[U0MU0]11〉U0 = m1 −
2
ΣV
(Nf +Q)〈[U0]11〉U0, (E9)
〈[U †0MU †0 ]11〉U0 = m1 −
2
ΣV
(Nf −Q)〈[U †0 ]11〉U0 , (E10)
〈(
[U0]12 + [U
†
0 ]12
) (
[U0]21 + [U
†
0 ]21
)〉
U0
= 1
4
〈
2
(
[U0]12 + [U
†
0 ]21
) (
[U0]21 + [U
†
0 ]12
)
+ 2
(
[U0]12 − [U †0 ]21
) (
[U0]21 − [U †0 ]12
)
+
(
[U0]12 + [U
†
0 ]21
)2
+
(
[U0]21 + [U
†
0 ]12
)2 − ([U0]12 − [U †0 ]21)2 − ([U0]21 − [U †0 ]12)2
〉
,
(E11)
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and using the integration formulas in Appendix A, we obtain the correlator,
〈A0(x)P (0)〉 = Σeff
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)
∂0∆¯(x,M
2
12)
+Σeff
[
Seff1 + Seff2 −
(
1 +Deff12 +
Q2
µeff1 µ
eff
2
)]
∂0∆¯(x, 0)
−M212Σ
S1 − S2
µ1 − µ2 ∂M2∂0(G¯(x,M
2, 0) + G¯(x, 0,M2))
∣∣∣∣∣
M=0
. (E12)
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